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Determining the Effectiveness of Radiative
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achieve this efficiency due to its dependency on the operating temperature. It is
stated that the high efficiency in various
SCs can be achieved at an illumination
of AM 1.5G and a temperature of 25 °C.
However, the temperature of the SC typically exceeds this value in outdoor conditions, where it heats up by tens of degrees
above the ambient temperature, which
decreases the lifespan and efficiency of the
SC.[14,15]
The passive radiative cooling method
can potentially resolve the heating issue
of the SC owing to its compact and costeffective approach. It involves spontaneously cooling objects by emitting heat to
the outer space without consuming energy
through the transparent atmospheric
transmittance window (λ ≈ 8–13 µm).[16–18]
Recent studies have presented various
types of radiative coolers (RCs)[19–27] which
have been demonstrated to successfully lower the temperature of SCs.[28–30]
Research has also been conducted to
theoretically analyze the effectiveness of RCs in compensating
for the reduced conversion efficiency of SCs due to elevated
temperatures.[31–34] However, these studies have evaluated or
tested the potential of an RC on specific target SCs, such as
silicon,[35–39] concentrated perovskite,[40–43] or low-bandgap concentrated perovskite,[41] which are limited to single-junction
SCs. Further research is required to determine the type of SC
that can most retain its original efficiency even at high environmental temperatures, when adapting the RC technique.
The efficiency of SCs can be significantly improved through
a comprehensive understanding of the practical operation of
the RC on diverse SCs since the SC industry encompasses
various types of cells. This study theoretically proves that the
multi-junction SC (MJSC) is the most effective type of SC when
an RC is applied. It also presents the limitations of the radiative cooling technique when sub-bandgap (sub-BG) absorption
is considered. Consequently, the proposed MJSC is demonstrated to be immune to heating by sub-BG photons, which can
lead to the development of novel SCs by reducing the burden
of designing additional sub-BG filters[44] or reflectors.[45–47] A
structure is then fabricated which performs both light trapping
and radiative cooling based on pioneering SC research, and is
applied to the InGaP/GaAs/Ge MJSC. Multiple outdoor experiments are conducted to demonstrate that radiative cooling can
contribute to a temperature drop of ≈6 °C. The reduced temperature also results in an absolute increase of the open-circuit

The power-conversion efficiency of solar cells (SCs) is reduced at high temperatures. A radiative cooling process can be implemented to overcome this
issue. The radiative cooler (RC) presents considerable potential in the design
of an ideal broadband emitter, which emits heat through the entire atmospheric transmittance window for devices with operating temperatures that
significantly exceed the ambient temperature. However, the performance of
these devices varies based on the type of SCs. This study aims to determine
the dependency of the radiative cooling power for various types of SCs and
proposes the multi-junction SC (MJSC), which is the SC that benefits the
most from RCs. The integrated cooler is designed with a micro-grating which
can enhance the emissivity within entire atmospheric transmittance window
and can also lead to the light-trapping aspect in the solar spectrum. Outdoor
field tests demonstrate both the enhanced cooling performance and the
power conversion efficiency of the proposed MJSC when compared to a conventional glass-mounted MJSC under direct sunlight of ≈900 Wm−2 including
a temperature drop of ≈6 °C and minimization of the variation of the opencircuit voltage to ≈6%. Future research is expected to develop a theoretical
bridge between the field of SCs and radiative cooling.

1. Introduction
Extensive research has been conducted in recent years to
increase the power conversion efficiency of solar cells (SCs).[1,2]
A previous study proposed the improvement of intrinsic efficiency beyond the Shockley–Queisser (SQ) limits, by steering
different wavelength bands of sunlight toward an SC using
a multi-junction design.[3–5] The efficiency of SCs can be further improved by enhancing the light absorption using lighttrapping techniques, which include geometrical engineering
of the SC, and the application of grating,[6,7] random,[8,9] and
plasmonic[10–13] structures. However, an SC cannot practically
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voltage of the MJSC by ≈2%. Therefore, RCs are expected to
be closely connected to the next generation of efficiency control
methods through precise prediction in modeling SCs which are
immune to heat from the external environment, thus reducing
the design complexity.

2. Theoretical Framework for RC Coupled
with SC System
Typically, an SC is an energy converter that turns solar energy
into electricity. Even ideal SC, there are energy losses related
to the spectral mismatch between the incident solar radiation and the absorption in the SC: photons have lower energy
than bandgap (Psub − BG) are not absorbed and photons have
higher energy than the bandgap (Pabove − BG) are not fully converted to electrical energy due to thermalization and the rest
is converted into heat.[3] To manage the heat and realize the
full potential of SC, a module that RC integrated with SC is
suggested in Figure 1a. The ideal module i) fully absorbs the
Pabove − BG, ii) fully reflects Psub − BG, and iii) fully emits heat at

longer wavelengths. The RC simultaneously reduces the temperature of the SC during the LT process (to meet both i) and
iii) condition).
A practical module, on the other hand, large fraction of the
solar energy is utilized in heating the SC by parasitic sub-BG
absorption (failure to meet (ii) condition). For instance, 10–90%
of sub-BG heating for GaAs, CdTe, CIGS, and silicon SC are
measured[31] in various regions including the Urbach tail,[48]
absorbing back metal,[49] and passivation layer.[50] The power
distribution of practical module is indicated by the colored
regions in Figure 1b. The green region represents the efficiency
contribution of the solar spectrum, where the cell can generate
electricity (Pout). The orange represents the absorbed power
density below the bandgap of the solar spectrum (Psub − BG).
The sky blue region represents cooling power density for the
RC (blue line) whose emissivity encompass the entire infrared
wavelength range of the atmospheric transmittance window. A
silicon SC whose bandgap (λg) is at ≈1.17 eV for instance, the
heating potential of 228 W m−2 is evaluated from the sub-BG
photons (orange region, assuming 100% sub-BG absorption).
The substantial heat gain, which is nearly half of the cooling

Figure 1. Range of SCs and evaluated cell efficiency with potential cooling/ heating power. The reference SCs are selected based on the presence of
both emissivity and temperature coefficient, to calculate cell efficiency and temperature. a) Illustration of RCs which simultaneously radiate heat and
trap light. Pabove-BG is fully absorbed while Psub-BG is fully reflected in ideal SC-RC module. b) Conceptual power distribution in SCs with RC along with
the normalized AM 1.5 G solar spectrum and LWIR atmospheric transmittance window (ATW, Mauna key sky condition) model for reference. c) The
temperature-efficiency sensitivity factor, f, for 1–3 junction SCs. Experimental results are indicated by filled triangle. d) Cell temperature (T) of corresponding cells are evaluated as a function of bandgap of the lowermost cell. T has a temperature range from 0 (solid) to 100% (dash) of sub-BG
absorption for SC with RC (w/ RC, filled bar) and without RC (w/o RC, open bar) cases. e) The SC efficiency (η) range of reference cells[5,15,56–59] as
a function of lowermost BG for SC w/ RC (filled bar) and w/o RC (open bar). The ηTref at Tref equals 25 °C (298 K) are also depicted (star). The filled
regions indicate evaluated Shockley–Queisser energy conversion efficiency limits (modified S–Q limit, Note S3, Supporting Information) for 1–3 junction (black, red, and blue respectively) from minimum (w/ RC and sub-BG0%) to maximum temperature (w/o RC and sub-BG100%) under global sunlight
(AM 1.5 G). The theoretical SQ limit at a cell temperature of 298K is also presented (dashed dot).[3]
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potential of 560 W m−2 from the RC, is obtained from the
sub-BG region.
The net power Pnet for the practical RC coupled with SC
systems is governed by the energy balance equation, which is
expressed as:[31,34]
Pnet = Prad (T ) − Patm ( Tamb ) − Psun + Pout (T ) − Pnon − rad ( Tamb − T )

(1)

Prad denotes the power density (W m−2) radiated by the module
surface, Patm represents the power absorbed by the atmospheric
radiation on the module surface, Pnon-rad represents the nonradiative heat transfer (i.e., convection and conduction) between
the module and the ambient air or ground.[51,52] The absorbed
power density of solar irradiance on the module is denoted by
Psun, which includes the heating by parasitic sub-BG absorption
(Psub − BG) from the surroundings (Psun = Pabove − BG + Psub − BG).
Pout represents the electrical power density generated from
the SC, which has a positive sign because it does not contribute to heating (Equations S6–S8, Supporting Information).
For the system in the steady state, where Pnet equals zero,
the temperature (T) of the module can be evaluated at a
given ambient temperature (Tamb). (see also Experimental
Section, Figure S1, and Note S1, Supporting Information).

3. The Relation between Temperature and
Efficiency of the SC
There exists a negative temperature–efficiency (T–η) relation
of SC, which is expressed as η(T ) = ηT × [1 − β (T − Tref )], where
ηT represents the power conversion efficiency of SC at a reference temperature, Tref, of 25 °C and at a solar radiation flux of
1000 W m−2.[15,53] The temperature coefficient, β, is primarily
a material property, implying the degree of decrease in the
output power due to the elevated SC temperature, T (Note S2,
Supporting Information).[54] In order to provide a better understanding of the concept, the temperature-efficiency sensitivity
factor, f, is defined as:
ref

ref

f = ηTref × β

(2)

The temperature-efficiency relation can then be written
again as:

η (T ) = ηTref − f × (T − Tref )

(3)

Subsequently, the f for single (1 J, gray line), dual (2 J, pink
line), and triple (3 J, sky blue line) junction SCs is calculated
from the analytical solution of β[55] and the maximum efficiency
(S–Q limit, assuming that all SC recombination is radiative and
there is no other extrinsic limitation)[3] for each case presented
in Figure 1c. Consequently, the f can be demonstrated to be
approximately proportional to the number of junctions, which
implies that η degradation is more tendered for 5J SC with the
increase in (T − Tref ), with the lowest λg between 0.5–0.75 eV.
The f is then evaluated for several reference cells,[5,15,56–59]
indicated by the triangles in Figure 1c. For example, in
the cases of the InGaP/GaAs/Ge 3 J SC, which has a λg of
1.96/1.52/0.74 eV for each cell, the SC is marked at 0.74 eV
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(Ge).[58] The f was derived by referring to the values of ηTref and β
in previous pioneering researches. Note that the referred β was
selected as derived from a SC with the same structure (crystalline structure, material, and order of junction, etc.) and ηTref
as the targeted SCs (Table S1, Supporting Information). A filled
triangle in Figure 1c indicated f derived from the experimentally obtained η (fall below S–Q limit due to additional losses,
including non-radiative recombination, collection, and electrical
losses) and β in this instance. It is observed in each SC that
the highest f is obtained from the 5 J SC, which has the largest
number of junctions, whose lowest cell has a λg of ≈0.73 eV
(purple triangle) (Note S2, Supporting Information).[15,59]
The f can be used to determine the SC which exhibits the
most sensitive reduction in the electrical performance due to
heating. However, the actual T must be calculated because it
can slightly increase, possibly resulting in smaller η degradation even for a larger f value. From η (T) = Pout (T)/Pin × 100%,
the electrical power output Pout(T) in Equation (1), of the
module can be expressed by:[31,32]
Pout (T ) = Pout (Tref ) − f × (T − Tref )

(4)

where Pin is the incident solar irradiance of 1000 W m−2 and
Pout(Tref ) is the electrical power output at reference temperature
of 25 °C . Now, at a steady state, both T and η of the practical
SC-RC module obtained simultaneously. Considering both
RC cooling and sub-BG heating, four possible conditions can
be inferred: SC i) with or ii) without RC (w/RC and w/o RC,
respectively) and SC heated by iii) 0% or iv) 100% sub-BG
absorption (sub-BG0% and Sub-BG100%, respectively). It is
assumed that a 0–100% range of sub-BG absorption contributes
to the heating power to consider all the possible situations.

4. Theoretical Analysis for 1, 2, and 3 Junction SCs
Firstly, the SC that is the least vulnerable to sub-BG heating
is determined. By applying Equations (1)–(4) for given Tamb of
25 °C and at a solar radiation flux of 1000 W m−2, the T and
η are obtained. Figure 1d,e illustrate the evaluated T and η
versus energy absorption threshold of the lowest bandgap cell
for cases i–iv). The non-radiative heat coefficient, hc, is set as
10 Wm−2 K−1, resulting in a wind speed of ≈0.5 m s−1 when
conductive heat is transferred through the air, and the module
is neglected.[31,51] The possible T and η ranges generated by
sub-BG heating (from sub-BG0% to sub-BG100%) are expressed
as bars of w/RC (filled bar) and w/o RC (blank bar). The length
of the bar depends on the amount of sub-BG heating. The
shorter the bar length, the smaller the difference in η between
the sub-BG0% and the sub-BG100% cases. The length of the bars
for w/ RC is shorter than that of w/o RC, which indicates that
the SC with an RC design is highly resistant to sub-BG heating.
This is because at high T, the outgoing cooling power (i.e.,
Prad(T)) rise only in the case of SC w/RC while the SC w/o RC
maintains relatively lower cooling power due to the transparency of semiconductor at infrared region. Thus, the SC w/o
RC is more vulnerable to the additional heat gain, i.e., sub-BG
heating. In Figure 1d,e, the 5 J (purple filled bar), whose λg of
lowermost cell is the smallest, has the shortest bar length for
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both T and η (≈3 K and 0.2%, respectively; see also Table S2,
Supporting Information), indicating that the SC with a higher
number of junctions is less susceptible to sub-BG heating.
The cases with the same degree of sub-BG heating are
then compared to comprehensively evaluate the RC cooling
effect. The T and η differences between w/RC and w/o RC are
marked as ΔT and Δη (distance between filled and blank bars) in
Figure 1d,e. The effect of RC increases with the increase in the
values of Δη. The 5 J (purple bars), which has the largest number
of junctions, shows the highest Δη values for both the sub-BG0%
(distance between solid lines of filled and blank bars) and the
sub-BG100% (distance between dashed lines of filled and blank
bar) cases. When comparing the SCs with the same number of
junctions, the SC with the lower λg presents better RC performance (i.e., larger Δη) for both the sub-BG0% and sub-BG100%
cases. For instance, in the case of 3 J SC, 3 J (λg ≈ 0.74 eV) and
3 J (III-V) (λg ≈ 1.1 eV), the Δη of the former is calculated to be
2.5%, which is 0.6% higher than the latter for sub-BG0% case.
Therefore, the effect of RC is stronger for a higher number of
junctions. In cases where the number of junctions is identical,
the RC effect is stronger for a smaller value of λg(see Note S4,
Supporting Information, for the detailed discussion).
To summarize the section, the MJSC with a low bandgap
is the least vulnerable to sub-bandgap heating and shows the
highest increase in the efficiency due to radiative cooling. These
results quantitatively support the statements made at the beginning of this paper: determining the dependency of RC on the
various type of SCs. The effectiveness of RC to SCs is decided
from i) how much the temperature of the SC will drop due to
RC and ii) how much the dropped temperature due to RC will
contribute to the increase in SC efficiency. Since the MJSC with
low bandgap absorbs wide solar spectral range, the power of subbandgap heating is small which accounts for only a portion of
the overall powers in the energy balance equation (Equation (1)).
Thus, the cooling power can overwhelm the others so that the
RC drops the temperature of MJSC most among other SCs
(Answer to (i)). Furthermore, as the MJSC with low bandgap has
high value of temperature sensitivity factor f, efficiency drops
more significantly compared to other SCs. In other words, η
rise is more significant from the T drops than any other SCs
(Answer to (ii)). Accordingly, the MJSC with a low bandgap can
maintain η better than the other types of SCs at high environmental temperatures when applying the RC technique. This
result also holds true for various outdoor conditions when considering non-radiative heat transfer coefficient, hc, as evaluated
in Figure S3, Supporting Information.

5. Design and Fabrication of LTRC
An RC is applied to the MJSC based on the analysis presented
in Figure 1. The applied cooler comprises a 2D micro-grating
patterned glass, as depicted in the scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) images presented in Figure 2a (left). The pattern has a
period of 8.5 µm, depth of 2 µm, and a duty cycle of 85%. In
the proposed design, the grating pattern of the cooler enhances
both the radiative cooling and the light-trapping performance.
This cooler is termed as the LTRC based on its function, and
the cooler without the patterned glass is termed as RC. The
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following functions are derived from independent operations
in the solar spectrum and long-wave infrared (LWIR) region: 1)
increase in the solar energy gain by diffracting the glazing sunlight and 2) enhancement of thermal emission by ameliorating
thermal emission in the LWIR region. A clear ultraviolet curable adhesive (NOA61, Norland, USA) is used to bond the LTRC
and MJSC. The used optical adhesive is clear and transparent
for the solar spectrum, hence it barely absorbs the sunlight.[60]
Figure 2a (right) presents the conceptual image of the applied
SC, which is composed of In0.5Ga0.5P (0.7 µm), GaAs (3.65 µm),
and Ge (150 µm) without anti-reflection coating. Gold metal
is meshed on the top side and plated on the bottom side of
the MJSC, and sapphire is used as the substrate. Figure 2b,c
illustrate the enhanced absorption presented by LTRC when
compared to those of common glass (i.e., RC) for the glazing
incident angle (i.e., the incident angle of 80°). The absorption
layers are changed based on the wavelength, but all the layers
of the LTRC on MJSC (MJSC/LTRC) present stronger absorptions than those of bare glass on MJSC (MJSC/RC). Figure 2d
presents the total solar absorptions (i.e., PSun) of the three cells,
MJSC/LTRC, MJSC/RC, and MJSC, as a function of the incident angle. Figure S5, Supporting Information, presents the
comprehensive simulation results. The solar energy gain is
considerably increased, particularly at the glazing angle, owing
to the elongated optical path produced by the diffraction of the
LTRC. This characteristic increases the amount of energy harvested by the photovoltaic cells throughout the day.
Figure 2e illustrates the absorptivity (or emissivity) spectra of
three cells including the solar spectrum and the LWIR region.
The spectral results are calculated based on the normal incidence of light. Theoretically, MJSC has almost zero emissivity
since semiconductor materials are usually LWIR transparent
and since the gold layers perfectly reflect the thermal wavelengths (Figure 2e; gray curve). Although a glass material on
the MJSC presents a modest emissivity to the overall cell, a
high contrast of the optical constants between the glass and air
inevitably generates a loss in the emissivity in the LWIR atmospheric transmittance window regime (Figure 2e; red curve).
Conversely, the MJSC/LTRC exhibits reinforced emissivity loss
owing to the photonic crystal effect[36] of 2D micro-grating at
the scale of thermal wavelengths (Figure 2e; blue curve). 3D
simulation results reveal that such emissivity improvement
originates from the minimization of strong surface reflection
at the interface between air and glass (Figure S4). Furthermore, both the glass and the LTRC constitute an anti-reflection coating on the MJSC in the solar spectrum. However, the
MJSC/LTRC absorbs more solar energy than the MJSC/RC as
shown in Figure 2e.
Based on these spectral results, the energy balancing
Equation (3) is solved for the three cells depicted in Figure 2f,g.
The f values are derived through experimental analysis, where
f = 40.6, 41.12, and 42.72 Wm−2 K−1 are used for MJSC, MJSC/
RC, and MJSC/LTRC respectively. The MJSC exhibits the
highest temperature for the hc values between 1 and 200, as
shown in Figure 2f. As explained earlier, η is expected to be the
lowest for this sample. For hc = 10 W m−2 K−1, the MJSC/LTRC
exhibits a higher η value than the other samples in the equilibrium state: MJSC/LTRC, 25.914%; MJSC/RC, 24.812%; MJSC,
23.774% (Figure 2g).
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Figure 2. Multi-junction SCs with grating structure which functions for both radiative cooling (RC) and light trapping (LT). a) SEM images for optimized
LTRC at top view and bottom (tilted) view. Schematic illustration of multi-junction SC (MJSC) integrated with light trapping RC (LTRC). LTRC on MJSC
simultaneously increases thermal radiation and solar gain. b,c) Absorption profiles of MJSC/RC and MJSC/LTRC for three wavelengths (i.e., 430, 750,
and 1500 nm) corresponding to absorbed photons in three active layers (i.e., In0.5Ga0.5P, GaAs, and Ge), respectively. The incident angle is 70°.
d) Calculated solar power absorption (PSun) based on incident angle for three samples. e) Absorptivity (or emissivity) spectra of only MJSC, MJSC/RC,
and MJSC/LTRC. Triple-junction of MJSC absorbs most of the solar spectrum from the wavelength of 0.3 to 1.9 µm. The MJSC/LTRC presents prominent
solar absorptivity and enhanced emissivity in long-wave infrared (LWIR, Mauna key sky condition) region. f,g) Calculated T and η of three samples
using energy balance with emissivity spectra obtained from (e).

6. Characterization of LTRC in Terms of Radiative
Cooling and Light-Trapping
Figure 3a presents a photograph of the fabricated LTRC under
direct sunlight. Full-scale wave analyses are used to optimize
the LTRC in terms of the cooling performance (Figure S6, Supporting Information). The implementable optimal parameters
are derived from the optimization step as follows: depth - 2 µm;
period - 8.5 µm, and duty cycle - 75%. The measured spectral
features demonstrate that the LTRC has exceptional emissivity
in the LWIR region and a transmittance comparable to that of
glass in the solar spectrum (Figure 3b). Furthermore, the LTRC
presents a higher average emissivity ranging from 8 to 16 µm
in the omnidirectional angles (Figure 3c).
A light-trapping effect enhances the photon absorption in
the active layers by increasing the light path. The proposed
LTRC can also produce a light-trapping effect through diffraction within an almost full solar spectrum. Firstly, the simulation results determine the efficiency and diffracted angle (θd)
as functions of the wavelength (λ) and incident angle (θi)
(Figure S7, Supporting Information). These results indicate that
higher incident angles considerably refract the incident light
(i.e., θd > 60°) to present better light-trapping effect; hence,
the LTRC integrated cell can present a high solar absorption
at oblique incident angles. The diffraction presented by LTRC
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is experimentally demonstrated under three laser sources with
center wavelengths of 450, 532, and 635 nm corresponding to
blue, green, and red lights, respectively (Figure 3d). Figure S8,
Supporting Information, illustrates the measurement setup and
the method used to measure the diffraction angle. The simulation results verify the measured diffracted angles, as shown in
Figure S9, Supporting Information. Both the measurement and
simulation results indicate that a light with a longer wavelength
is crooked with a larger angle than the light with a shorter
wavelength, which helps in improving the light-trapping effect
(Figure 3e).

7. Opto-Electro-Thermal Energy Analysis
of SC-RC Module
The MJSC is then integrated with glass (MJSC/RC) and LTRC
(MJSC/LTRC). Figure 4a illustrates the power density of the
three different samples in the solar spectral range. The MJSC/
LTRC exhibits the highest power density in all the solar spectra
among the cells. Figure S10, Supporting Information, presents
the measured absorptivity spectra of the three cells. The
sub-BG absorptivity, εg(1.67 μm < λ < 2.5 μm), is measured to
be 67.6, 73.6, and 77.2% for the MJSC, MJSC/RC, and MJSC/
LTRC respectively.
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Figure 3. Optical features of LTRC. a) Photograph of LTRC under sunlight. b) Measured transmittance and emissivity spectral features of LTRC (blue)
and bare glass (red). Insets depict the absorption profiles of glass and LTRC at wavelength of 9 µm. c) Angular mean emissivity of LTRC (blue) and
glass (red) from the wavelength of 8 to 16 µm. Filled and empty circles indicate measured and simulated results, respectively. d) Photographs of three
diffracted lights with the center wavelengths of 450, 532, and 635 nm. e) Measured and calculated diffracted angles versus wavelength. Red, blue, and
green lines represent 1st, 2nd, and 3rd diffraction.

The stronger absorption presented by MJSC/LTRC in comparison to the others indicates increased electrical power
output after mounting, as shown in Figure 4b. Consequently,
it indicates the greatest increase in the measured power
conversion efficiency (η) for MJSC/LTRC, with 1.32%, as
shown in Figure 4c. The ∆η ( = ηT − η(T )) equals to 1.556% for
hc = 5 W m−2 K−1 and 0.453% for hc = 30 W m−2 K−1 for the
MJSC/LTRC module (Figure S19f, Supporting Information).
As tht most powerful RC among others potentially achieves
0.5–2% of η(T) compensation from ηTref when cell temperature (T) rises, it would like to be said that the increase of
1.3% of ηTref is sufficiently efficient. Figure S11, Supporting
Information, presents the detailed curves of the current density versus voltage for the others. These measured efficiencies are cross-verified to ensure low uncertainty of measured
results (Figures S12, Tables S3 and S4, Supporting Information) based on the SC checklist (see also Note S5, Supporting
Information).[61,62]
The cooling power is determined by the power flux in the
infrared region, indicating that the larger the Prad (power radiated by the module) with a smaller Patm (power absorbed by the
atmosphere), the greater the cooling power. Figure 4d demonstrates that the MJSC/RC and MJSC/LTRC have comparable
Patm values (Figure 4d; colored area). However, the latter shows
the highest Prad, indicating a superior cooling performance
(Figure 4d; colored lines). The spectra of the radiative density
are calculated based on the measured emissivity of the three
cells (Figure S10b, Supporting Information). The electrical
ref
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power output (Pout) strongly determines the cooling performance in the power analysis because the solar irradiance (Psun)
absorbed by the structure is used to produce Pout as well as the
heat gain (Ploss) (Equations S8, Supporting Information).
Figure 4e presents the aforementioned equation with the
variation of cell temperature corresponding to two possible
T − η sensitivity factors, f (Notes S2 and S3, Supporting Information).[63] It is observed that Pout decreases more for a high
f (solid line) value than for a low f value, as explained earlier.
Figure 4f summarizes the quantitative analysis of the SC-RC
coupled systems by demonstrating the correlation between the
power density components for Psun, Prad, Pnon-rad, and Patm. The
integrated values of the spectra are presented in Figure 4a,d
considering the AM 1.5 G solar spectrum and the atmospheric
transmittance window, respectively. In this calculation, Tamb, f,
and hc are chosen to be 298 K, 6.94% K−1, and 10 W m−2 K−1,
respectively. MJSC/LTRC presents the highest cooling power,
as indicated qualitatively in Figure 4d. Furthermore, the largest
Pout value presents the lowest MJSC/LTRC heating effect. As a
result, the MJSC/LTRC achieves the lowest temperature, which
is 8.8 °C lower than that of MJSC.

8. Outdoor Field Test
Field tests are performed for MJSC, MJSC/RC, and MJSC/LTRC
to demonstrate the improvement in the cooling performance
and solar energy gain presented by the LTRC. Figure 5a,b
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Figure 4. Opto-electro-thermal energy analysis of systems. a) Power density spectra absorbed by the MJSC (gray), MJSC/RC (red) and MJSC/LTRC
(blue); normalized AM 1.5 G solar spectrum is provided for reference. The spectra of power density are reconstructed using measured result in
Figure S10a, Supporting Information. b) Measured current density-voltage curves of MJSCs before (dashed) and after (solid) mounting the cooler.
c) Comparison of measured power conversion efficiency (η) before (black) and after (gray) mounting the cooler with variation of η (green). d) Radiative
power densities (solid line; Prad) of the mounted MJSCs and atmospheric emission power density (gray box; Patm) distribution as a function of radiation
wavelength; blackbody radiation curves (IBB) for Tamb (298 K, IBB, amb.) and average temperature of MJSC (53 °C), MJSC/RC (46.4 °C), and MJSC/LTRC
(44.2 °C) (321 K, IBB, avg.) are provided for reference (dashed). The spectra of radiative density are reconstructed using measured result in Figure S10b
Supporting Information. e) Possible MJSC/LTRC electrical power output (POut) drops by MJSC heating power (Ploss) for a range of f. f) Quantitative
analysis of the power density components within the radiative cooling system at the equilibrium states.

illustrate the rooftop measurement condition under direct sunlight, to measure the temperatures, open-circuit voltages (Voc),
and short-circuit currents (Isc). The measurement setup (acrylic
chamber, Figure 5b) is laid on the wooden table with a height
of ≈1 m to avoid any heating effect from the ground, as shown
in the photograph presented in Figure 5a. Styrofoam boxes are
used in each cell for thermal isolation from the bottom of the
wooden table. A convection shield is used to analyze the effect
of radiative cooling on the cells by minimizing the convection
effect. The surface-laminated temperature sensors are attached
to the bottom surface of each cell, and electrical wires are connected to the gold plate on the substrate. An air temperature
sensor is inserted into the Al box to prevent the self-heating
problem, and one side of the air box is open to provide natural air flow.[18] Figure S13, Supporting Information, illustrates
the detailed measurement setup. Optical and thermal images
of the samples under sunlight are also presented (Figure 5b,
top). In the thermal images, only the MJSC presents extremely
low temperatures. A high temperature is observed in the case
of glass; however, the LTRC exhibits the highest temperature. These ironic results, where the MJSC and MJSC/LTRC
show the lowest and highest temperatures, originate from the
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emissivity difference, not real temperatures. Fundamentally,
apparent temperatures from thermographic images are determined by the amount of radiation emitted from an object.
Therefore, high temperature in the top of Figure 5b indicates
the large amount of thermal emission. In this context, thermal
images imply that the LTRC has a near-ideal thermal emission.
The proposed LTRC can simultaneously reduce the cell
temperature and increase the cell efficiency, as explained earlier. These theoretical results are verified by measuring the
ambient temperatures (Tair), T, and VOC for three different days,
as shown in Figure 5c, where each value is time-averaged. The
VOC is measured to quantitatively analyze the thermal degradation of the cells, which is expressed as a value divided by the
maximum VOC value (VOC/VOC,Max). For instance, the MJSC/
LTRC maintains the highest VOC/VOC,Max under a peak solar
intensity Isolar of ≈989 Wm−2 and a clear sky on Day 2, where the
Voc drop is ≈6% of the maximum Voc during measurement. The
MJSC/RC and MJSC demonstrate larger Voc drops of ≈7% and
8%, respectively, from the maximum Voc, owing to the cooling
effect of the LTRC. It is observed that the MJSC/LTRC achieves
the lowest T of ≈47.2 °C, which is 4.7 and 6.1 °C lower than those
for the MJSC/RC and MJSC, respectively. Figure 5d presents
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Figure 5. Outdoor field test of cells. a) Photograph and b) (bottom) Schematic illustration of measurement setup. (top) Optical and thermal images
of three samples. MJSC exhibits the highest temperature under sunlight among three samples. This indicates that the LTRC strongly emits thermal
radiation. c) Measured results of VOC variation and temperature for four days. d) Measured temperatures and VOC variations of three samples during
daytime. The temperature drops of MJSC/LTRC are ≈5 °C when compared to that of MJSC/RC. e) Logged data of three samples for temperature,
open-circuit voltage (VOC), and short-circuit current (ISC). f) Measured ISC of three samples for daytime. Particularly, MJSC/LTRC shows the highest
short-circuit current at the glazing angle of sunlight.

the conditions of Day 2 in detail. The measured results for all
the days demonstrate that the MJSC/LTRC maintains the lowest
temperature and the highest Voc. Figure S15, Supporting Information, presents the measurement results for the other days. In
addition, outdoor field tests without convection shield under the
condition of low ambient temperatures are conducted to investigate the cooling capability (S16-S20). The detailed discussion is
described in Note S6, Supporting Information.
The measurements are also derived to obtain VOC and ISC
alternatively (Figure 5e; bottom), while the temperature is
continuously measured (Figure 5e; top). In the temperature
results, the MJSC/RC presents a modest temperature drop
(≈1 °C) when compared to the MJSC alone. This result can be
attributed to the anti-reflection effect of glass, which provides
a higher solar gain into the MJSC. Additionally, the parasitic
thermal emissivity of the MJSC is one of the reasons for the
reduction in the temperature difference with the MJSC/RC.
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However, the MJSC/LTRC presents an excellent temperature
drop of ≈5 °C when compared to the MJSC/RC. These results
demonstrate that MJSC/LTRC has the lowest temperature,
thereby increasing the VOC. Concurrently, it is proved that
the MJSC/LTRC has the highest measured value of ISC, corresponding to an improvement in the photon absorption. Three
of the MJSCs present slightly different VOC and JSC before
integration with the coolers (i.e., RC and LTRC), as shown in
Figure S14, Supporting Information; however, the MJSC for
LTRC has the lowest JSC and VOC values before integration.
Thus, the enhancement of solar gain is validated by the highest
ISC presented by MJSC/LTRC in the outdoor field test.
Figure 5f also demonstrates that the MJSC/LTRC enhances
the solar energy gain, particularly at a low solar angle. At a high
solar angle (i.e., 13:50), the measured ISC of the MJSC/LTRC
is similar to that of the MJSC/RC even though the former is
slightly higher than the latter. However, the difference in the
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ISC between MJSC/LTRC and MJSC/RC increases at low solar
angles (i.e., after 15:50). In cloudy days, both sunlight and
outgoing radiation to outer space are blocked by clouds; the
heating by sunlight and cooling by thermal radiation does
not occur. However, the absolute magnitude of solar absorption exceeds the amount of thermal radiation. Thus, the temperature of SCs steeply decreases when clouds shade the SCs
(Figure S17, Supporting Information). These results successfully demonstrate the exceptional cooling and solar energy gain
features of the LTRC. Other weather conditions such as relative
humidity, wind speed, and outside air temperature are summarized in Table S5, Supporting Information.

9. Conclusion
This study demonstrates the considerable potential of RC in the
SC industry by drawing a comparison between various types of
SCs. The temperature-efficiency sensitivity factor, f, is defined
and calculated to provide a better understanding. The MJSC
with a low bandgap is observed to present the greatest decrease
in η due to the heating (i.e., the largest f). Essentially, the MJSC
is expected to produce the highest η-compensation effect by
the RC. Based on theoretical analysis, a 3 J SC (InGaP/GaAs/
Ge) was selected and integrated with the LTRC, presenting a
near-unity thermal emission in the LWIR region and improving
the solar gain in the solar spectrum. The optical simulations
and measurements confirmed the efficient radiative cooling
and solar diffraction characteristics, enabling the light-trapping effect. A power analysis was conducted for three different
SCs (i.e., MJSC, MJSC/RC, MJSC/LTRC) based on the measured spectrum and efficiency. Consequently, the MJSC/LTRC
was confirmed to have the highest electricity generation (Pout)
and the lowest heat generation (Ploss). The outdoor field tests
experimentally demonstrated that the MJSC/LTRC presents the
lowest cell heating effect to minimize the degradation of the
open-circuit voltage and the highest photon absorption owing
to the light-trapping effect. Specifically, the quantitative results
of MJSC/LTRC are when comparing to those of only MJSC as
follows: 1) 6.1 °C cooling of cell temperature, 2) 2% increasing
of VOC/VOC,max, and 3) 0.5 mA increasing of Isc. The repeated
field tests demonstrated the data reliability. This study highlights the major limitations faced by the SC industry, that is,
the η of SC modules is lower under practical operating conditions when compared to the standard test conditions. The application of the RC to the SC and the suppression of the parasitic
heat are promising solutions in resolving the problems faced
in the prediction of the SC energy production. Particularly, the
MJSC to which LTRC is applied, is expected to have the highest
efficiency under both indoor (i.e., standard test condition) and
outdoor conditions. Although a long-term measurement still
remains as future work for evaluating service-life, MJSC/LTRC
might have a common service lifetime of other SCs because
LTRC is based on glass material and easily maintained by
washing smooth water periodically.[64] The radiative cooling
approach presented in this study is effective especially for the
MJSC and also for concentrating photovoltaic cells, which is
expected to present a large f value owing to its high efficiency
(ηTref ). Therefore, the field of RC can be integrated with the SC
Adv. Energy Mater. 2021, 2103258

industry, presenting a new perspective of efficiency control in
the external environment.

10. Experimental Section
Solution Methodology for SC Temperature (T) and Efficiency (η):
MATLAB was used to investigate the T and η from the iteration. The
solution procedure for the RC-SC coupled model is illustrated by the
flowchart in Figure S1, Supporting Information. The T was first assumed
as 25 °C and ΔT as 0.02 °C to start the simulation. From the given ηTref ,
f, and assumed T(= Told = 25 °C), Pout(T) was calculated using Equation
(4). From the solution of the energy balance equation (Equation (1)), net
power of the system(Pnet) was estimated. The sign of ΔT is determined
according to the sign of Pnet, and the new value of SC temperature
(Tnew = Told + ΔT) is acquired. The Tnew was used to calculate the new value
of Pout(Tnew) using Equation (4). This iterative technique was repeated
until the Pnet of the energy equation become less than 10−3 W m−2.[65]
Finally, the SC temperature T is evaluated, and the SC efficiency η(T) is
obtained simultaneously from the solution of Equation (3).
Numerical Simulation for Absorption Profiles and Spectral Results:
A 3D wave simulation software (DiffractMOD, RSoft Design Group,
Synopsys, USA) based on rigorous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA)
was used to investigate emissivity spectral results for all samples. In
addition, absorption profiles were simulated using the same software. In
all simulations, a square grid size of 1 nm was exploited for sufficiently
stable calculated results. Moreover, complex refractive indices were
considered to achieve an accurate result. The used complex optical
constants of SiO2 were obtained from the literature,[66] and those of
other semiconductor materials such as Ge, GaAs, and InGaP were given
by library of the software. For Au metal, Drude model was utilized to
achieve material dispersion.
Fabrication of LTRC: A clean quartz substrate was prepared, and
a 100 nm-thick Cr layer was deposited on the substrate as an etching
mask using an electron beam evaporator (KVE-E2000, Korea Vacuum
Tech Ltd., Korea). The deposition rate and pressure were ≈1 Å s−1 and
≈10−6 Torr, respectively. A quartz crystal sensor was used to monitor
the deposited thickness in real time. Spin coating was performed
after the deposition of Cr using a positive photoresist (PR; AZ5214E,
MicroChemicals, Germany) at 4000 rpm for 30 s. The sample was then
baked at 90 °C for 60 s as a soft bake step. Subsequently, UV exposure
was conducted with a 2D micro-grating mask at a wavelength of 365 nm
for 10 s to generate a pattern on the sample. The sample was then
developed by immersing a developer (AZ-MIF-300, MicroChemicals,
Germany) for 60 s. Hard-baking was also performed at 110 °C for 120 s,
and the sample was immersed in a Cr etchant (CR-7, Transene Company
Inc., USA) to etch the Cr mask for 1 min. Reactive ion etching (Oxford
Instruments, UK) was then applied to the sample for 43 min to etch the
groove with a depth of ≈1.7 µm. CF4 gas was used as an etching gas with
a flow of 50 sccm; the working pressure and radio frequency power were
30 mTorr and 100 W, respectively. The sample was then completed by
removing the residual Cr layer with a Cr etchant for 15 min.
Structural and Spectral Analyses of the Fabricated Samples: The
transmittance spectra were characterized with an integrating sphere over
the wavelength range of 280 to 2500 nm using an ultraviolet–visible–
near-infrared spectrometer (Lambda 950, Perkin Elmer, Inc., USA).
Additionally, the emissivity spectra for mid- and long-wave infrared
regions were analyzed using a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer
(VERTEX 70v, Bruker, USA) with an Au-coated integrating sphere. The
emissivity spectra were evaluated from 100 – reflectivity – transmittance
measurements. Structural analyses were also conducted by using SEM
(SEM; S-4700, Hitachi Hi-Tech, Japan).
Integration of Solar Windows with MJSCs: Triple-junction photovoltaics
composed of 0.7 µm thick In0.5Ga0.5P and 3.65 µm of GaAs on 150 µm of
a p-type Ge substrate with three different bandgap energies (i.e., 1.86 eV
of InGaP/1.42 eV of GaAs/0.67 eV of Ge). The deposited AlInP window
layer had a thickness of 30 nm. TiO2 (50 nm)/Al2O3 (50 nm) was coated
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on top of the SC as an anti-reflective layer (Solapoint Co. Ltd, China).
The active area is 5.5 mm by 5.5 mm.
The solar windows were cut to a size of 1 cm × 1 cm using a dicing
machine to completely cover the active area. The windows were cleaned
with acetone, isopropyl alcohol, and deionized water before mounting
the solar windows on the MJSCs. The integration of glass and LTRC
with MJSC was performed using a UV-curable optical adhesive (NOA61,
Norland, USA) at a wavelength of 365 nm for 2 min. After UV curing,
the cells were baked to harden the bonding using a convective oven at
60 °C for 24 h.
Field Tests of Mounted Cells: For field tests, the electrical wires were
soldered to the Au-coated substrate of the sub-receiver module. A solder
paste with Sn 62%, Pb 36.8%, and Ag 0.4% was used for this process.
The Styrofoam thermal insulation blocks were also prepared with the
same size as that of the sub-receiver module. Double-sided thermal
conductive tapes were laminated on the thermal insulation blocks, and
temperature sensors (ST-50, RKC Instrument Inc., Japan) were placed
on these layers. The sub-receiver modules were placed on a tape and a
temperature sensor. The modules on the thermal insulation blocks were
positioned on the bottom surface of the pre-fabricated acrylic chamber.
The temperatures and voltage/current were logged using two data
loggers (GL840, Graphtec Corporation, Japan and OM-CP-OCTPRO,
Omega Engineering, USA). An ambient air box covered by Al foil was
placed and the air sensor was inserted into the ambient air box to
measure the air temperature in the chamber. Low-density polyethylene
(LDPE) films were covered on an acrylic chamber to suppress the
convection effect. A pyranometer (CMP6, Kipp & Zonen, Netherlands)
was placed next to the acrylic chamber.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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